In another country*

Did you know that South Korea has been one of the fastest-growing countries worldwide, transforming much of the rice paddies and farm fields of the early 20th century into massive urban landscapes made of monolithic buildings and a dense network of infrastructure? This transformation left a legacy of destruction behind, while inspiring a thriving cultural and art scene that the lecture series “South Korea: in another country” wishes to bring here, if only for a month. Be ready to get drenched “in another country”!

Full program to be confirmed
First lecture on 11.02 | 10h-11h45
Hybrid format

Partners
ULB Faculté d’Architecture, Studio Urban Nature (Nadia Casabella, Lisa Raport), ASEM-DUO Fellowship Programme, Department of Architectural Engineering, Daegu University (Joonwoo Kim)

11.02–31.03.2022

다른 나라에서*